Install Trail Kitchen Accessory: JP54-041

**BOLT-IN KIT**

**INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS**

**Tools Needed:**
- T45 Torx Wrench/Socket
- 1/2" Wrench
- 5mm Allen Wrench

**Step 1**
Using a T45 socket, remove the (2) factory D-rings closest to the back seat and the next rear most D-ring on the driver-side of the Jeep.

**Step 2**
Place (1) 3/4" long spacer over each factory rivnut where the D-rings were previously located.

**Step 3**
Line up the holes of bolt-in bracket with the (2) factory rivnuts and 3/4" spacers located behind the rear seat.

**Step 4**
Fasten bolt-in bracket into rivnuts using (2) M6-1 x 30mm socket head cap screws and (2) supplied lock washers.

**Step 5**
Place plastic covers in the clearance holes in the bolt-in bracket to cover up the hardware.
**BOLT-IN KIT**

**INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS**

**Step 6**
Install leveling foot into passenger-side mounting rail of Trail Kitchen (as shown), placing supplied 1/2" long spacer between kitchen and foot. Secure the foot using supplied 5/16-18 center lock nut.

- If the Jeep is equipped with a floor-mounted subwoofer, install the leveling foot in the second rear-most hole in passenger-side mounting bracket.
- If Jeep is not equipped with a floor-mounted subwoofer, install the leveling foot in the rear-most hole in the passenger-side mounting bracket.

**Step 7**
Align mounting holes in Trail Kitchen with desired mounting holes in bolt-in bracket:

- Rear-most hole pattern (using Jeep as reference) is for use without a MORryde Storegate.
- Front-most hole pattern is for use with a MORryde Storegate.

**Step 8**
Fasten Trail Kitchen to bolt-in bracket using supplied (4) 5/16-18 x 1" bolts.

**Step 9**
Fasten Trail Kitchen to floor on Jeep by installing the supplied (1) M6-1 x 65mm bolt and (1) lock washer through the remaining 1" spacer and rivnut.

**Step 10**
When deployed, adjust leveling foot as needed to level Trail Kitchen.

**THE ULTIMATE STORAGE UPGRADE**

Take your storage to the next level. Pair the Bolt-In Kit with MORryde’s JK Storegate.
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